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Wickwire courses gain partial approval
By ROBERT RUBY

After earlier expressions of
dissatisfaction by both the
Student Association and the
Zdanis Committee on
non-departmental courses, the
panel has partially approved Dr.
Chester Wickwire's course
offerings for next year.
The committee yesterday

accepted Wickwire's proposal of
one religion course for each
semester, but a two-semester
course on Juvenile Delinquency
was accepted only condititionally
Pending the establishment "of a
course structure for the student
assistants so as to assure their
proper supervision." A new
offering called "Issues in Health
Care Delivery" will not be given
unless "it can be worked out
with other people, such as the
Biology department," according
to the committee.

Dr. Richard Zdanis, Physics, is
chairman of the committee,
which is responsible for
approving and maintaining the
academic standards of
non-departmental courses. The

other members of the committee
are Drs. Ludwig Brand, Biology,
Robert Hogan, Psychology,
Penelope Mayo, History of Art,
and Peter Rossi, Social Relations.
Their decisions must be accepted
by the Dean before they become
binding. •

Overcome Criticisms
Dr. Philip Hartman, Biology,

said he would be willing to work
in the health care course. "I want
to try to get a course developed
that would overcome some if the
criticisms of Dr. Wickwire's
courses but would maintain some
of the features that I think are
advantageous to Hopkins'
students," he stated. Wickwire
said that there was a "good
possibility" that the course
would be offered, but Hartman
noted that the Biology
department would also have to
approve the course.
A major point of contention

was the status of the student
assistants in the juvenile
delinquency course. The Zdanis
committee suggested giving the
assistants credit under another

Evening College adds
new degree program

By ROBERT PAULUS
A new Junior Standing

Program has been instituted by
the Hopkins Evening College to
allow qualified graduates of area
community colleges to obtain
Bachelor of Science degrees
through the Evening College.
Community college graduates

who have earned an Associate
Arts degree and attained at least
a 2.50 cumulative average with
no "D" credits will be able to
transfer all their credits under the
new program.
Previously, many students

feared that they would lose a
substantial number of degree
credits if they transferred to
Hopkins. Under the Junior
Standing Program, however,
students are permitted to transfer
all their A.A. degree credits
provided that their college has a
transfer program.
Of the credit transfer, Dean

Roman J. Verhaalen said, "We
are now able to accept many
A.A. degrees as a 'package'

which allow most students to
earn a B.S. degree in the Evening
College by completing 60
additional credits."
The program is open to all

graduates from any accredited
community college in Maryland.
Currently over 55 percent of
students in Maryland Community
Colleges are in programs working
towards a Bachelor's degree.

Although Hopkins officials are
hoping that many students apply
for the program, Nicholas E.
Kolb of the Evening College
believes many students will be
discouraged from going to the
Evening College because it is too
expensive.

course title, but also 'counting the
course as an additional one for
Wickwire. Guidelines for
non-departmental teachers call
for no more than one course per
semester, but Zdanis said,
"guidelines are not absolute
rules."

Yesterday Zdanis said that for
him an acceptable change in the
status of the assistants would
need to include "a completely
worked out list of assignments."
He added, "A large part of the
students' work is coordinating
their efforts with the needs of
outside institutions, so they have
to be supplied with background
information."

Assistants Issue
Wickwire acknowledged, "The

assistants have become an issue.
We want to be as responsible as
anyone with what we offer, but I
think we trust students more

than most people here are willing
to do."

Wickwire said that he had been
told yesterday after the meeting
of the Zdanis committee that a
course labeled "Assistants in
Juvenile Delinquency Program"
would be listed in next semester's
course list. It is uncertain how
much credit will be offered or
who will ,determine the
appropriate amount of credit. "I
still don't see the necessity to
count that as a course, and
calling it a course isn't going to
make any difference in its
quality," said Wickwire.

Although Wickwire added that
he would like to see a committee
that "would give us support,"
Zda n is pointed out that his
committee was not set up to
advise the Chaplain's office.
"We're not a Wickwire
committee," he said. Wickwire

Dr. Richard Zdanis

commented, "I hope we'll
able to arrive at the point where
we don't have to have much
discussion and debate."
The membership of the Zdanis

see WICKWIRE, page 7

be

Candidates trade charges
This year's campaigning for

Student Council offices has been
characterized by defamation and
cruel epithets.
Andy Savitz, a candidate for

the Presidency, and Bob E.
Young, who is running for the
office of Treasurer, have attacked
Howard Majev, SC Presidential
aspirant, for his alleged egoism
and previous disinterest in
student affairs. Majev rejected
the allegations of Savitz and
Young and lamented the
"mudslinging."

Outgoing SC President Gerry
Bates was also criticized by
Savitz, who claimed, "Bates is
illiterate and inarticulate, lie did
no work, misdirected the
Council, provided no leadership,
and set the Council back ten
years."

Reacting to Majev's platform,
which stresses the improvement
of University dining facilities,
Savitz charged, "I think that's a

0.50

Howard Majev
lot of shit. If he wants better
food why doesn't he transfer to a
school like Yale that has a good
food service?"

Savitz also attacked Majev for
his delinquent career as Junior
Class Vice President. "Majev only
started coming to SC meetings a
month ago."
Bob E. Young, Junior class

AC to emphasize teaching
By DON LASSUS

The Academic Council will
begin to place greater emphasis
on teaching ability in reviewing
faculty promotions as the first
move in implementing the
recommendations of the Blue
Ribbon Panel's final report.
Dean George Owen stated that

the Council is currently reviewing
each recommendation separately
and deciding on means of putting
the suggestions into practice.
"Most of the things in the Blue

Ribbon report will be
implemented," Owen said. "The
recommendations were well
received by the Council. The
only problem now is to enforce
the implementation."
Following the guidelines

suggested in the BRP report, the
AC will now give considerable
weight to teaching ability in
evaluating professors considered
for promotion, Owen explained.

Committee Expanded
He added that the promotions

committee had been expanded
last September by former Dean
Benton from three to five
members to allow for a more
comprehensible review of faculty
credentials. Benton stated at the
time that the committee would
place greater stress on teaching
than it had in the past.

"First-rate teachers will now
be recognized for their value,"
remarked Owen.

According to the Dean, no set
criteria for judging teaching

capacity have been finally
determined. Owen stated that the
promotions committee is being
allowed to choose its own
guidelines.
"There has never been an

accurate criterion," Owen
commented. He indicated that at
present the committee is relying
on the undergraduate Course
Guide for comments on the
teaching merits of professors.
The opinions of other faculty
members are being taken into
account.

In the past the lack of a viable
criterion for determining
teaching ability has proven to a
stumbling block in the
implementation of this long
called for policy.

president, who supports Savitz
for the presidency, claimed that
Majev was running for the
presidential office for "the glory
of the job. He has that grad
school gleam."

Replying to the statements of
Savitz and Bob Young, Majev
declared, "Such charges by
Council candidates do not help
to make the Council's voice more
credible. I have continuously
stressed positive and constructive
ideas in my election efforts. To
make such allegations as, 'If he
wants better food, why doesn't
he transfer to a school like
Yale...,' is certainly indicative of
a campaign platform which
would not be of a constructive
nature."

If elected, Majev stated he
would "work to make the SC
more credible', improve housing,
food, social life and curricular
offerings."

Savitz indicated that his goals
would be the improvement of
community and undergraduate
education. He would like to set
up a fund offering a one
thousand dollar prize to the
professor who, in the opinion of
the undergraduate student body,
is the best teacher. Funding for
the prize would, he indicated.
come from recent alumni.

An Undergraduate?
In an attempt to increast

course offerings, Savitz stated
that he would work for the
installation of an undergraduate
representative on each
departmqnt's curriculum
committee. "Thirty-five percent
of the Professors here never see
an undergraduate," he remarked
Bob E. Young, the Junior class

president who is running for tilt
)ffice of Treasurer, will be
opposed by Junior class
Treasurer Jay Raisin. Young has
charged that Raisin never
attended the meetings of the SC.Nicholas E. Kolb
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campus notes
AMERICA

The Office of Special Events will
present "The Proposition," a
view and revue of American life,
Wednesday, April 12 at 8 pm in
Shriver Hall. Tickets are $2.75,
or $1.75 with student I.D.

THEATRE
Robert Coover, playwright, will
be on campus next week under
the joing sponsorship of the
English Dept. and the Writing
Seminars.

PRISON
Tom Lewis of the Catonsville 9
will discuss, "An Artist in
Prison," Wednesday, April 12 at
.12 noon in the Garrett Room of
the Library. Presented by the
Office of Special Events.

FOR SALE: '67 VW Microbus.
"Cruiser" with sunroof; 25
windows. Excellent mechanical
cond.; one slight dent on
body. $900. Call Martin Rew-
castle, 383-0730.

Counselors and
Specialists for an
overnight camp
for special

children.

CAMP DAVID OF

MAIMON IDES

34-01 Mott Ave,
For Rockway,
New York 11691

212-471-01.00

CLASSIFIED

Did you see an accident? It
occurred at Charles St. &
University Pkwy on Friday,
Jan. 7,1972 at about 5:00 PM.
A Mustang and an Audi
collided. If you saw this, please
call Al Clark at 269-0400.

FOR TRAVEL INFORMA-
TION: Contact Martin Vogel,
TWA Campus Representative.
889-5774.

PLACE TO LIVE: Person or
couple to share house with
couple in Hopkins area. Call
467-6778.

Have an intimate rendevous
over a Harley's Sub and a
Coke.

Harley's, the aass in
Carry out.

3111 St. Paul St.
OPEN LATE

COLLEGE
ADMISSION
ARRANGED
Specializing in

Difficult Placements
Ei LAW

MEDICAL
GRADUATE
D VETERINARIANS

DCOLLEGE DROPOUTS
OCOLLEGE TRANSFERS

Call/write: Dr. Page

(212) 275-2900
College AdmissionsCenter of NY
102-30 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, NY 11375

SPEAK
Congressman Paul ('Pete')
McCloskey will speak at next
Tuesday's Kennedy Memorial
Lecture, on "Presidential Power
and Foreign Policy," 4:00 pm in
Shriver Hall, no admission
charge.

COFFEEHOUSE

This coming Saturday night the
Corova Coffeehpuse will feature
the Colony Singers in continuous
live entertainment, 8-1 in the
freshman dorm social lounge.
Call Paul Stein, 243-9336 for
information.
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BLUE KEY
The deadline for Blue Key
applications is today, Tuesday.
Applications may be picked up
and turned in at the Admissions
Office in Garland Hall. Interviews
will be held tonight.

WOMEN
There will be a meeting of
undergraduate women in the
Women's Center, basement of
Shrivel.  Hall, on Wednesday,
April 12 at 7:30 pm. Discussion
will center on the problems of
women on campus. Anyone
interested please attend.

pedetes feave
HALF-PRICE SALE

235-7224
TUES. - SAT 10.30 - 5:00

i418 E. 31st near Greenmount
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MON,Ici;ONIERY COLLEGE

SUMMER

SESSIONS

IF YOU ARE SPENDING YOUR SUMMER IN
THE WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA PLAN TO TAKE

COURSES AT MONTGOMERY COLLEGE

4 week — 6 week — 8 week sessions

WRITE TO: DIRCETOR OF ADMISSIONS
MONTGOMERY COLLEGE

Takoma Park Campus Rockville Campus
Takoma Park, Maryland Rockville, Maryland
20012 20850

HOUSE CENTER
Where is the House Center, Inc.,
CODE's original federally funded
drug abuse prevention
community project heading?
Come to Levering Hall, 7:30 pm,
Thursday, April 13.

MOVIE
On Thursday, April 13 at 8:30
pm in Shaffer 3, Coover's movie
"Confrontation at Iowa City,"

,will be shown.

CIVICS
The Charles Village Civic Assoc.
will meet Wed., April 12 at 8 pm,
at St. John's Church, 27th and
St. Paul Sts.

MIX
The Goucher sophomore class is
sponsoring a mixer with live band
at Stimson Hall, Friday evening,
April 14, from 8:30-12:30.

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

The Office of Special Events
Garrett Room, Eisenhower Library, Homewood Campus

"AN ARTIST IN PRISON"
by TOM LEWIS,

Baltimore Artist and

one of the Catonsville Nine

April 12   12 noon

REWARDS
Reward yourself and save time and money, too.

Graphs and charts done professionally.

Pick up and delivery service.

Rush jobs a specialty.

ALBAN GRAPHICS
385-1404

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts,
here's how little you shell Out to get around:

$130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass.
All you need is the bread and something to show you're
a bona fide student between 14 and 25.

Our Student-Railpass gives you all that unlimited
rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those
13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air
fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made.

Our Student-Railpass gets you Second Class
travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little
second class about Second Class. Besides being com-
fortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

pearl trains have some other a' dvantages for you. They
take you from city center to city center, so you don't have
to hassle airports. And the stations are helpful homes
away from home, with Pictograms that give you informa-
tion in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms,
bookstores and other helpful facilities.

Now, here's the catch. You can't get your
Student-Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in
Europe—you have to get them before you leave the coun-
try. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in
the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map.

STUDENT-RAILPASS The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.
Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.
Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. Or your Student-Railpdss folder order form. El

Name Street 

City State  Zip

192C
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Portrait 

Corwin, pre-meds' mentor, to leave next year
By ALVIN STEIN

A somewhat legendary figure
known to a great majority of
undergraduates at Hopkins is
Professor Alsoph H. Corwin. He
is remembered by the average
pre-me d for his grueling
homework problems, fluorescent
bow tie, wire-rimmed glasses and
classic smile. Careful inquiry into
the somewhat distant past of Dr.
Corwin produces an interesting
pot trait indeed.

Dr. Corwin reveived his B.A.
from Marietta College in 1928,
and his Ph.D. from Harvard in
1932, the year he joined the
Hopkins staff as an associate in
chemistry. He became Professor
of Chemistry in 1944, and was
Chairman of the Department
from 1944 to 1947.
The research efforts of

Professor Corwin's lab have
centered on the study of
Principles involved in certain
fields of biochemical interest.
Particular attention has been
given to an adequate
understanding of porphyrins in
relation to structure and activity.
Wartime research focused on
antidotes to poisoning from

cadmium bombs.
Dr. Corwin's sincere interest

and devotion to the ,
undergraduate originated in
1932,     when he began to
incorporate undergraduates into
his research work. Reminiscing of
his experiences with
undergraduates, he says "My
contacts with undergraduate
students have been quite
pleasant, especially in research."
Professor Corwin explained that
the research experience is of
value to both the. student and
professor. The student gains
insight into the idea of sound
research, and discovers for
himself whether the research
experience is what he desires, and
the professor can engage in
"wild-catting".. or exploratory
research into a specific problem
that may be of value to future
graduate students.

Weeding Out
Commenting on the quality of

the undergraduate at Hopkins,
Dr. Corwin labelled the student
body as "outstandingly good, and
quite knowingly selected." "The
weeding out process should take
place before a student is selected

at Hopkins, not in the process of
his career at Hopkins," he said.
Observing the changing

times and composition of past
undergraduate classes, Corwin
claimed students were more
mature in the 1950's and showed
more individuality than they
possess at the present time.
Continuing, he stated that the
impact of TV has definitely
taken its toll in the vocabulary of
the 1970 Hopkins student.
"Communication seems to be
somewhat of a problem, as the
vocabulary of students doesn't
appear as good. The substitution g

of TV watching for reading is
perhaps an adequate explanation
for this."

22 Years
Introductory Organic

Chemistry has been taught by Dr.
Corwin since 1950. After 22
years of teaching a course that
most students don't remember as
their easiest, Professor Corwin
has decided to retire. Although
he plans to continue his research
with undergraduates next year,
Dr. Corwin will formally leave
Hopkins June 30, 1973.
Retirement plans include just

APO to survey housing
By MICHAEL WEISSMAN
APO, Hopkins' chapter of the

national service fraternity, plans
to conduct a survey of student
housing conditions to aid
students in locating off-campus
housing.

In addition to a housing data
questionniare, a proposal for
University-guarenteed leases for
student housing is included with
its own set of questions for
evaluating student opinion.

Martin French, APO organizer
of the survey, said, "By a system
of information, we want to make
students aware of the city's
housing code, and the
community aware of student
housing conditions in order to
force landlords to rent to
students and to upgrade their
properties."
The questionnaire, which

Should be in student mailboxes
by the end of the week, is
Planned as a supplement to the
University's Housing service in
Wolman Hall. Besides questions
concerning actual dates of leases
and amounts of rents, there are
several qualititave questions
about student housing. Four
questions that pertain to
Baltimore's housing code
violations are also included.

More Student Housing
The questionnaire is suitable

for non-students and grad
students, according to French.
He maintains that sampling
non-student opinions of their
own housing conditions and their
relationship to student neighbors
could help in obtaining more
student housing.
The compilation of the

statistics received will be open to
use of anyone. Several grad
students are going to use the
statistics to evaluate the 1970
census. The Greater Homewood
Community Corporation, a
community improvement group,

,

Most Hopkins students won't live in housing as good as this next year.

is interested in student housing landlords who ask the University

code violations, indicated for this service and the

French, in an effort to upgrade University.
housing. Inspection
The other section of the The school would only make

survey, the lease guarentee the agreement after an inspection
proposal, is another effort to of the housing concerned. Once
safeguard and improve student the student lease was signed the
housing. The plan would result in University would not enter into
a contractual agreement between student-landlord relations.

Dr. Alsoph Corwin—"The weeding out process should take place before

a student is selected at Hopkins. . ."

general relaxation topped by
research in a home-built private
laboratory. Research efforts will
concentrate on matters of
personal interest to him;

June, 1973, will see the
departure of not only a dedicated
scholar, but also of a man whose
memory will reside in the mind
of many an undergraduate.

Humanities grants
available to youth

By SUE WOOLHISER
— Youth grants in the

Humanities" of up to $10,000
are being sponsored by the
National Endowment for the
Humanities.
The projects must be initiated

and conducted by young people
either individually or through
non-profit organizations.
Academic affiliation is not
necessary to apply for a grant.

Programs may concern either
formal or informal education,
specific research problems or the
spread of humanistic knowledge.
They must be clearly defined and
related to humanities according
to the criteria established by the
Endowment.

The primary qualification for a
grant is youth. The Endowment
stated first consideration will be
given to projects by persons who
have not completed professional
training. They also specify the
director of the program should
not be over thirty.

Although grants are available
to individuals the Endowment
suggests applications be made
through a non-profit organization
for easier administration. If the

project involves academic credit
or an extensive use of an
institution's facilities the
application must be made
through an organization.

Dr. Ronald Walters of the
History department suggested
students might apply for media
equipment. "I'd like to see
people with good projects apply
for this type of program," said
Walters. "They could provide for
programs the University can't
afford to finance."

Human Values
The emphasis ot these grants

will be comprehension of
humanistic values as sources of
insight into contemporary human
problems. Social action projects,
creative arts projects and
academic projects are not
eligible.
The Endowment reviews

applications for grants on a
quarterly basis. Twenty to
twenty-five grants of from
$1,000 to $10,000 were
expected to be awarded for the
projects beginning in June.
Applications for the next period.
effective September I, must be
submitted by May 22.

al killings' discussed at UMBC Law Day
By HOWARD SIMONS

Abortion, euthanasia and
other types of legal killing were
the topics of an symposium on
"Life, Death and the Law," held
at UMBC Sunday night.
The panel, which included two

legislators, a physician, a
psychiatrist, and two theologians,
one, a Catholic and one a
Protestant, dwelt on the fiercely
controversial issue of abortion.

Father John Cronin, Professor
of Pastoral Theology and Social
Ethics at St. Mary's Seminary
stated, "We must recognize that a
fetus is living, and that his right
to life must be respected on a
basis equal to that of his
mother's."

Cronin went on to add, "We

,have a stewardship, not a mastery

over life. Life is no longer
beyond our control scientifically,

but just because we can do
something, does that mean that

we have to do it?"
Agreeing with Cronin was Dr.

William Colliton, Chairman of

the Maryland Right To Life

Committee. "Life begins at
fertilization, not at birth. It a,

fetus is aborted, that constitutes

a taking of a defenseless human
being. We have no right to say
that just because something is
'not one of us yet' that we can
do away with it at will."

Colliton went on to express his
fears about what he considers to

be the chief peril of legalized
killing, "If the law can justify the
killing of fetuses and terminal
patients, then we can start
justifying the killing of droves of
people for one reason or another,
just like Hitler did."

Arguments Belittled
Colliton's arguments were

belit.tleds by Baltimore City
Councilman Alan Spector, the
author of the Maryland Abortion
Reform Bill. "The fetus is part of
the mother's body until it is
born. We have no right to tell a
woman that she has to go ahead
and be a mother if she does not
want to be one. If having a child
is going to damage the life of the
mother, then I say that we must

consider the living before we
consider the unborn."
Joseph Gartlan, a Virginia

state representative, spoke of the
issue of abortion in legal terms.
"The law must hold that
abortion is analogous to
contraception in that the living
take legal_ precedence over the
unborn. A woman should have
the right to change her mind, or
to correct her, mistake about
being a mother. Being pregnant
should not be treated as a crime
by the law."
He concluded by saying, "If

we force a woman to be a
mother, then we are in effect
punishing her for being
pregnant."
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The Academic Council's decision to place greater
emphasis on teaching ability in considering faculty for
promotion offers the undergraduate hope for the
improvement of not only teaching quality but also the
status of the undergraduate at Hopkins. By making
this change in promotions procedure the Council has
approved a long-standing demand to include teaching
with research in judging professors for promotion.
Faculty members are now required to demonstrate
their teaching skills to gain promotion. The final result
will be an improvement in the teaching of
undergraduate courses.
The Council and the administration have voiced

their approval of the recommendations in the Blue
Ribbon Panel's final report. The report, designed as a
study of the problems of undergraduates, contains
many suggestions for change which, if implemented,
would improve the position of students on campus.
President Muller has announced that the position of
Dean of Students recommended in the report will be
filled during the summer. With jurisdiction over
programs and facilities affecting students, the office
can be effective in solving many of the nonacademic
problems of undergraduates. If the Council and
administration continue to put into practice the
suggestions of the BRP students can look forward to a
marked up-grading in their University environment.

Letters to the Editors: Fiddler on the Roof movie excels in ritual

housing survey

APO's attempt to survey student housing will not just
be enough to help student housing. Their compilation
of statistics might be helpful for students when they
begin their annual search four housing each springtime
but, of far greater worth, could bean interpretation of
the facts and figures to show which landlords take
advantage of undergraduate students with high rents,
slow repairs and low quality housing. The statistics will
be openfor use by anybody who can use them, and
hopefully interested students, possibly with the help
of the University or groups like the Greater
Homewood Community Corporation, will study
housing code violations to force landlords into
improving housing conditions and fostering better
relations between off-campus students and their
residents.

The service fraternity's suggestion for
guaranteed-leases is an even better way for the
University to help students to find housing. Because
landlords would have to ask the University to take part
in the guarantee agreement, the school would not have
to take over all student leases. Because the University
would inspect all housing involved, students would be
assured that their landlords would treat them fairly.
And because the school would guarantee student
leases, landlords would be happy.

White House
emergency squad

To the Editors:
Congratulations on your policy

decision to exclude advertising for
abortion and family planning agencies
which charge a fee. I am sure this was a
difficult decision because of its impact on
your income and because some of you no
doubt felt the ads were filling a need in
providing visibility of services needed by
some readers.

I hope your decision will not exclude
appropriate publicity for the local non
profit agencies filling a need in this area
even if they charge a nominal fee when
possible. Many of your readers are in
need of contraceptive services, pregnancy
diagnosis, and referral for abortion or
obstetrical care, which need not be
out-of-state, and many of them do not
know where to turn. The Student Health
Service advises students and their
dependents on these services, and for our
eligible student patients we are able to
provide diagnosis of pregnancy and
appropriate referral. All of these services

To the Editors:
I write this letter in response to the

appearance in your publication (17
March 1972) of an article concerning the
establishment of an International Club on
the Homewood Campus by the Foreign
Students Association. The general trend
of the article conveyed the impression
that no such International Club existed
throughout the Johns Hopkins
Institutions and I therefore would like
the opportunity to erase any
misconceptions that may have arisen
following the publication of the latter
article.

In 1959 an International Club was
established at the Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions. This club was formed for the
express purpose of welcoming foreign
pre- and post-doctoral students or faculty
members to the Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions, and also to help them in

By HOWARD LEVENSON
My mother suggested that I see

"Fiddler on the Roof," not because she
thought I should see a wholesome movie
for a change, but because "That's how
your grandparents lived."

Superficially this seemed to be a
reasonable suggestion. Questions of
technique aside for a moment, a story
about the Russian Jews at the beginning
of this century has a lot more to do with
my background than does just about any
other movie ever made Time's up. In
the hands of a good director, virtually
any subject can have a lot to do with
anyone's life. That's what art is supposed
to be about. Directors shouldn't have to
rely on ready-made audiences, one of
which, I suspect, accounts at least
partially for "Fiddler's" success at the
box office. (Many Jews seem to feel

toobligated seethe tl1CNIAr•  as if it Wf.1.e
some sort of religious rite) It seems fair
to ask tiomi we aVrector Norman

makes a three-hour-long movie, he must
have something more ambitious in mind.
And Jewison does, indeed, have a big
story to tell: how the Russian Jews lived,
and how their lives were changing from
within and were torn apart from without
by pogroms and exile.
The movie focuses on Tevye (played

by Topol), the milkman of the village of
Anatevka, and his wife Golda (Norma
Crane), who have five daughters to marry
off. The daughters acquire husbands in
successively less conventional ways. Then
threats by the Tzar's men culminate in
the decree that the Jews must leave their
homes.
The movie does a much better job with

ritual and intense emotion than with
humor and day-to-day living.
Many scenes of joy and optimism,

bewilderment and reflection, sorrow and
resignation are deeply realized. The

are those depicting Jewish rituals.
Consciousness of the "set up" quality of
these scenes fades away completely, since
the stylization seems to flow not from
the director's orders, but from the
dictates of Judaism itself. Golda's hands
make circles in the air above the Sabbath
candles in "Sabbath Prayer" and the
candlelight procession to the wedding
canopy in "Sunrise, Sunset" become
etched on one's mind.

Unfortunately, almost every light
moment in the movie is very forgettable,
and consequently, the fabric of life in
Anatevka is full of holes. Jewison tries to
show everyone's place in the town's
day-to-day routine in "tradition," the
first big production number. It is a
dreadful effort, featuring big, splashy
(and tasteless) cuts around the inside of a
s-ynagogue. It gives about as much insight

h;,,tn t p tpvtiirp cf Ipwich lift, az a rhilt-Pc

things are much too antisepticized.
Surely lives replete with poverty and
tragedy had some smaller inconveniences,
too. But it seems as if the people of
Anatevka never ached or sweated or
smelled or found it a pain in the ass to
get to the synagogue twice a day. One of
the few exceptions comes when Tevye
and the town butcher, both drunk, lean
against one another in great, coarse gasps
of laughter.

The only one is the cast who avoids
almost totally the movie's general
unevenness is Norma Crane. Perhaps this
is because she is never required to be
cute. Her Golda is a shrew, but a noble
one. However, she cannot make
convincingly the impossibly rapid shifts
from queenliness to witty bitchiness
which the script requires of her.

Topol exemplifies the movie's split
personality In thp fart. nf terrih1P
personal upheavals, situations Tevye must
face when two of his daughters marry, he
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various aspects of settlement in the
Baltimore area. The activities of the club

actors are at their best here, and so is Viewmaster might. Jewison could think
ewison: although most of the emotional Of no kess chirnsy or Xiteral-mindecl way
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defenses. Many things
in her life went wrong,
but she was always able to prevent things from going seriously wrong. She
could expand and contract, rise and fall, set things back on the right track
With a pendulum constancy. Affairs of the heart were not difficult for her
to handle, and she had little sympathy for people who could not solve their
problems with equally quick dispatch. Irate lovers would threaten to break
her, but she would merely run off laughing or slap these excitable men on
their wrists like an exasperated child. She didn't like to be smothered, and
she didn't like things to go on too long and become boring. She took vows
that she would never allow herself to become bored, and so far she had no
trouble in keeping them.

Compliments came to her often; her favorites were

"beautiful" and "wild". If she thought very hard, she could remember that

these two paeans were given her on quite separate occasions, but she liked to

think of them as a single entity, as if she were a huntress, a beautiful and wild •

huntress. At gatherings of intellectuals, when the subject of religion inevitably
came up, she would throw back her beautiful head with its carefully

disarrayed mane of tawny hair and declare to all that her god was Diana. This

always brought chuckles and shrieks of incredulity, but Sheila was not joking;
she did worship Diana devoutly, and much of what she did in life was in

tribute to the goddess of the hunt. She knew other strange girls who wore

leathers and feathers and beads and who worshipped such figures of the

occult as witches and succubi, but she considered this to be crude and rather

ugly. She always said that she preferred brightness to gloom, love to evil, the

chase to the kill. Often she took time off from her studies to research her

favorite goddess, and before long she had become an expert on the habits and

achievements of the Huntress.
In Bellemore Gardens, the off-campus building in

Which she lived, worked Officer Elroy Mackintosh, a night guard who smiled

easily, was not overly bright, and had red hair, eyebrows and freckles. Miriam,

Sheila's neighbor, thought he was cute, but Sheila disagreed. In the first place,
he was too old to be cute, probably thirty-five or six, and he looked a bit
battered when closely viewed. Furthermore, he was an inch shorter than she
was and a bit lumpy in physique, and, most significantly, he had once seen
her reading Edith Hamilton and asked her who she was. This she considered

cretinous. He did, however, smoke a pipe, which struck her as being rather

distinguished for a man in his station of life. Also, he had two interesting
scars, a short jagged one beneath his right ear and a slim, conch-colored one

bisecting his left eyebrow. She adored men with scars, and so, for amusement,
she began to direct her interest towards Officer Mackintosh, giving him a
warm greeting whenever she saw him and shaking his hand when she departed
for extended weekends. He responded enthusiastically and began to spend
time in the vicinity of her apartment, waiting for her to appear during the
long nights.

Once she became fully aware of the little drama
going on between them, she appeared more and more frequently during

Officer Mackintosh's night-time tour of duty. Small gifts and favors were

exchanged: Elroy helped her open a stubborn bedroom window, and Sheila

made _coffee and hot-cross buns for them. She found Elroy to be a constant.

source of amusement, and she enjoyed studying his awkward conduct and

Sheila had superb bellemore gardens outre manners. He never stayed long (there was, after all, his job and his

fumbling shyness), but his visits were frequent. Miriam took to peeking

through the peephole of her door whenever she heard movement in the hall,

and she always ran quickly to Sheila's apartment when Elroy had left. She

asked many questions, but she ironed Sheila's blouses for her and so Sheila

felt compelled to be civil.
"What's been going on in here?" Miriam asked.

"Just tea, dear. Very innocent."

Miriam laughed a bit; Sheila was so wonderful, so

cool and wicked. "Just what is this strange attachment you have to Officer

Mackintosh, Sheila?"
Sheila put down her book, and thought for a

moment. "I fascinate him. Yes, I fascinate him," and her lips drew up into
a smile.

* * *

By the third week of their acquaintance, Sheila
allowed Officer Mackintosh to kiss the upper regions of her breasts. This
was a new experience for him; he had fondled whores but never a girl like
this. He was one of those men who had forgotten about a large portion of
life; living with a sick mother who had diabetes and an amputation of the
leg, he had all he could handle in finding and keeping jobs. There were
many: a prodigious state as a salesman for a fertilizer manufacturer which
ended in shame and humiliation at a disastrously botched order, a
successful stint as manager of an egg hatchery which unfortunately went
bankrupt, a misguided foray into the world of computer technology, an
ice-cream vendor in a downtown business district, and now a tiring life as a
stock boy in a department store by day and a guard by night. There had
never been any hopes for great success: he had neither the brains, the
personality, nor the drive. But things had turned out rather worse than
expected, and, now that his mother was dead, there were moments of great
dismalness and loss. Mother had not been an ideal companion, but as long
as he remembered to bring home a pint of sugar-free strawberry ice cream
each night, she was a docile and reassuring presence.

Sheila had become the bright part of his life, an
incredibly brilliant and splendid jewel in the grey-brown which surrounded
him. When he awoke in the morning, he thought first of her, and so it was
when he went to bed. He desired her, he wanted to sleep with her, he
loved her, he worshipped her, he admired her, he wanted to spend the rest
of his life with her. No such dreams had ever before occurred to him for he
really did not admit to himself that other people were leading lives of
greater worth, filled with wives and children and family. Now, having found
Sheila, he painfully realized how complete a void his life was, and he set
out to correct it. There were many things to be done: a visit to the
barbershop where his hair was parted in a different direction, having his car
simonized and waxed, buying one of those brightly-colored polka-dot shirts
which he had sworn he would never wear. It didn't matter that Sheila
noticed none of it; he wasn't doing all this for her appreciation, but,
rather, to raise himself to her level. Her lack of interest did not offend him-
nothing she did could annoy or disturb him in any way. True, it was
painful to see her going off on weekends with other men, but he figured
this would stop in time. Sometimes, though, it was terrible: recently he had
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her door at midnight (their usual time) and she
presented herself all flushed with her clothes out of
order. "Oh, Elroy!" she cried, half-laughing,
half-scolding, and a young bearded man whom
Elroy knew he could break like a twig came to the
door and said "Who's your friend?" Elroy excused
himself quickly and hid for shame in the dark part
of the hall for a few moments. When he awoke the
next morning their laughter still echoed in his ears.
But she couldn't have known because she could
never hurt anyone intentionally, he was sure of
that at least.

Sometimes he thought
she didn't care: she would open the door, "Too
busy" she would say brusquely, and vanish in an
instant. Yet, other times she was warm and
soft and cuddly. They would exchange little
kisses and sometimes big kisses and there was that
one time when he felt her upper breast and kissed
it. It was soft, like the wallet his mother had once
given him for his birthday; he would like to have
been able to express it better but that's what it felt
like to him.One Saturday in early March, he came
by Bellemore Gardens and asked Sheila if she
wouls take a walk with him. She was annoyed- he
should have called- but Elroy persisted and whined
so that she gave in. It was a beautiful day- the first
warm sun of the year- and he wanted to share it
with her. He knew alot about nature (he picked it
up while he worked at the egg hatchery,away from
the city, down green country roads), and he
wanted to tell her all about it. lie told her the
names of the trees, how to tell one kind of grass
from another, where the flowers would come up
later in the spring. "I know what a maple tree is!"
she cried, and he asked her what the difference was
between a Norwegian and a Japanese maple and
she pouted and he laughed. It was wonderful. Even
when she made a face and cried "You're so boring,
Elroy!" it was wonderful. Soon she became tired
and cold and her feet were damp, so they cut their
walk short and retired to her apartment. Before
they went in, Elroy turned his face upward and
smiled happily. "I love the sun," he said, and she
told him how she hated it and lived for the moon
and went out at odd hours with almost nothing on
to take moonbaths. He was shocked and told her
so, which made her both angry and amused, and
she made him apologize twice before they went
back in.

***

She ate an orange and
watched him through the peephole of her door as
he stood there waiting for a response to his anxious
knocking. "Come!" she cried to Miriam, waving
her over to her side. "No, Sheila, it's cruel. I
won't." "Come here! I'll die laughing," Sheila
shouted, and they stood together, poking each
other in the ribs and cackling fiercely. Elroy heard
them, but he kept on until there was no longer any
hope of her answering him. Then he turned away
and ran outside to breathe.

It had gone on too long
and became boring. For a brief time, she had found
it amusing- she liked to study the amatory habits
of those from a different world. It had been her
greatest treat when she was home over the summer
and her parents were building a new wing onto the
house. All sorts of workmen were there- carpenters
and electricians and painters- and she would peel
down to a raspberry colored bikini and bask in the
sun on the front lawn. They stared, and when she
knew she had them all, she would flex the muscles
in her calves and stretch her arms back, making the
little brown tummy hard and smooth. But soon it
bored her and she retreated to a dark room for the
rest of the summer, peeping out at the burly
workmen who had already forgotten her. She
thought that Elroy would forget quickly, too, and
that no one would be hurt. She didn't want to hurt
anyone, she only wanted to laugh and be gay and
go running through moon-drenched forests in a
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gossamer gown. If anyone got hurt, it was their
own fault, because it was stupid to get hurt. It was
so damned stupid.

Elroy was desperate.
Something was going out of his life, something
delicious which had made everything else seem that
much more dry and stale. What had he done
wrong? He had behaved well, made sure that his
underarms were dry at all times, cleaned beneath
his fingernails, devoted himself completely to his
true love. And now it appeared to be over and
done with. She paraded all sorts of men in front of
him, running her hands through their long hair and
on the backs of their necks. They must be giving it
to her all right, he thought to himself. It made his
blood boil. She wasn't a nice girl- and yet she was,
so beautiful, so wonderful. Day after day, he
watched- men coming out, going out , coming in, a
curt little "hello" from her, sometimes nothing at
all. She let him see her breasts when she carried the
garbage to the incinerator, and then made believe
she was embarrassed, clasping her robe and running
to her apartment. And then shrieks of laughter.
One night she opened up her door just a bit,
keeping the chain lock on, and asked him to zip up
the back of her dress. His hands trembled, but he
did the job. And that was it: the door was shut
quickly in his face and he was left with nothing.
His hands hung inertly at his side and they itched
to be occupied with the softness of her skin, but
there was nothing. Sheila was his last chance.
Everything that had failed could be corrected by
her. He didn't think it was too much to ask for
warmth and love between two people. But Sheila
told him that it was too much to ask, that no one
should be able to make such demands, and that he,
should forget her and forget her fast.

Days passed, weeks
passed, his heavy work load became more and
more exhausting, his efficiency in his night job fell
to a low level as he spent the greater part of each
evening standing sentinel in front of Sheila's door.
At first, she was incensed and kept yelling at him
to get away. from her door, but after a while, when
she saw that he had no intention of moving, she
seemed to enjoy his presence. Sometimes she
would pass him a glass of milk or half a doughnut
through the small crack of space allowed by her
chain lock, and he would be appreciative. They
never spoke anymore, but Elroy thought they had
some kind of understanding. He still loved her
profoundly, and if their relationship had changed
to this non-verbal entente between locked doors,
that was all right too.

After a time, though, she
began too whisper things. He stood with his ear to
the door, his heart beating so that he had to hold
it, and he heard her whisper. He had never heard
women say such things, he could never repeat them
to anybody. Not just words, not just dirty words,
but words strung together so that they became
thoughts. He screamed to her to let him in, but she
just kept whispering until finally, when he
pounded on the doors with his fists, she opened it
and stood there in her sheer nightgown and he
went to take her in his arms but she fought him.
He ripped her gown, and she pounced on him from

her stooping position like a threatened animal, her
eyes shining white and her skin raised into little
bumps and dots of excitement. She ripped at his
face and bit his ear and he howled and kept
howling as she attacked him more fiercely and she
kept after him as he ran from her apartment
clutching himself.

***

She waited for him the
next night in the lobby, dressed immaculately and
made up immaculately, with a little bruise beneath
her right eye which she had created with purple
eye-liner. Miriam, who looked sick, was at her side,
and Sheila, who was calm and bemused, kept
bending down to whisper things into her
girlfriend's ear. They smoked cigarettes one after
the other while they waited , and when they saw a
lumpish figure appear in front of the glass doors,
Miriam broke out in tense laughter and Sheila
slapped her sharply on the knee. He saw them and
stopped short, they could see fear in his eyes, he
was a poor lame rabbit and they were hawks, it was
a trap and there was no place to run, and so he
stood where he was, hunched over, looking at the
floor, and they stood and came to where he was,
and surrounded him.

"You have to leave here,
Elroy," Sheila said She spoke in kind, even tones.

Elroy was silent.
"You must leave. You

know what you've done and you must leave." She
couldn't stand to look at him and she couldn't take
her eyes off him. She wanted to scratch his face
and see the blood bursting from his skin like cherry
bombs, and she wanted to nurse him back to
health and see the clean pink scars form and touch
them. "Miriam has agreed to be a witness, if
necessary. I hope it won't come to that."

Miriam did not look up;
she felt sick and she knew if she were to raise her
head she would be sick. Elroy did not look up.
Only Sheila was able to keep her eyes level and
calm.

"Do you hear me, Elroy?
Do you understand? Do you understand what's
happened? Do you know what I can do? Do you
know what can happen to you? Do you
understand?"

A long silence, a moan, a
face buried in trembling hands, a spasmodic
nodding of the head, and they turn, retreat to
Sheila's apartment, and stand in the doorway
watching. A lumpish trek to the end of the long
hall, the quiet sounds of a man collecting his
possessions, the slow pace of footsteps and a
muffled weeping noise, he stops in front of them,
turns to look at them for a long, pained moment,
and then leaves, not noticing the dirty little wool
cap he has dropped behind him.

Miriam runs to fetch it
and brings it to Sheila, who clasps it to her breast
and frowns sadly. "It's so lonely, " she says. "So
lonely." And she sighs, and she closes her door and
locks it.

—Alan Gelb

Mr. Softee Rises From The Dead

I met a travelling porcupine man
rolling along on his last spare tire.
He offered me a warty hand
and shot his last quill in my palm.
I winced and yanked it out, quite calm.

His undiluted raindrop wife
drowned me in her clinging skin.
She took me for the time of my life,
then left me for a bullfight man
who dried my hair off with his cape.

I peeled myself another grape.

dick patterson



aiming to find what was never lost

along the beach
where concrete hardness
gives way to sands
swept by winds
and tides of spring

Where
the walk is determined
confined in sand limits
sinking feet force
observance of

little things

The Moon

Let us say
(and where the joke)
that the moon

was born from the lemon
as a tiny seed

it was spat into the sky
there came to rest

ii

where silence must be
faced at night

I walk the beach
found a friend

who followed me
he

invited another
who led me in

the dark
trembling i nearly bolted

yet proceeded forcing
myself m join the two
some call me self:
denier for that

force was good
at points when
knowledge was such
that i
must not
go on

With the watering of the sun
the moon grew to the size

it now portends to be
and because it had a fancy

for circles and revolutions
took that prescription

Oh moon, great lemon,
in the sky-pool

we thank thee for such honor
of circling and shining us
with lemon light
when we afraid at night

sit down to pie
praising with you flavor
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to find what once
was lost and what
was disturbing causing the
trembling

with fear to proceed
the knifeman always
attacks from behind

when one is not watching
it was taught me by
city life where concrete
freeways touch fear
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of snakes
there on the beach i turned to face
the wind blackened ocean
and my back to them

said my
horror of dark f6rmless
shadows shall
be overcome i shall
not run shall stand

still today
and pray

—Mark Derr

Brooch

Like a gem couched in silver, she

glints in the motion of the moment;

never still, seeking light, she is also

light sought, plucked up and bought

by marauding jewelers in the gaudiness of

day. In the cheaper gleam of night the laugh

of a grinning moonbeam teases her, as it bathes

her open throat in eerie pastel— her morals

are displayed... .skewered on an antique brooch.

Barbara Street

Gotcha

Well, you'll

Find his heart's in the right place
In case

You ever have to fight a duel.

Bowing Out

"I know you will work for him just as you have worked
For me." Voice steel-jacketed and glasses
Steel-rimmed, God knows, nobody doubts him.
The junior men stare horribly at his successor's
Crocodile jaw insolently masquerading
As a human chin. It is the Lorimar's last bow.
If he looked down from the dais, he would see
The faces of half a dozen whose careers were slowed

Or stopped in the final quick drive to the top.

The remarks ended, a hand plays across
The silverware. Someone at the lower table
Moves a chair. A man leaps the dais,
And Lorimer has time to call out "What?"
Before the hand with the silver fork rises
And falls— the tines in Lorimer's heart, the handle
Trembling at one of life's surprises.

That evening
The new president estimates that his predecessor's
Young widow will require much consoling
For that final corporate image of Lorimer slumped
Forward, head dumped in the potato salad,
Tongue slavering, eye rolling.

John Bricuth

Eighth Grade Blues

Charles Poole

this morning we faked

jake getting hit by a car

held his knee
three people a hippie

a bus driver and

the guy scared that

did it stopped we
picked up his books helped

him get up laughed

ran got a late excuse

(before empty notebooks
chalk hesitates

proceeds
scandinaviangeographyunderhumming
sweaty hearts thump
-pump in hot ears
into textbooks slip car
macs)

ice statue on the charles

after
warm porcelain water
milk warm and
waxy i'd like

please a cold coke

it disappeared with the melting sun

adding its essence to the waters from which it had sprung

it was not really that tired ice color

but neither is the charles

it was just created of what there was

allowed to grow soft and slide

growing formless

into the thawing river

he wanted to allow it to disappear slowly in the spring

and flee without a trace

but a friend did a series

of photos
another a film

and i wrote this poem

to freeze it againC. L. Clark Hubbard

John Bricuth

mark derr
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and now goec
It was late, close to two

o'clock in the morning, when Stephie finally came
home. Opening the front door, she listened
quietly, making sure that everyone in the house
was asleep before entering. Closing the door behind
her, she stepped out of her shoes, turned off the
light in the hallway, and went upstairs to her room.

She lay on her bed
without undressing. A fixture in the middle of the
ceiling cast shadows into the corners and crevices
of the room. But Stephie, staring past the fixture
and the ceiling, saw only white light. She did not
cry. Rather water filled her eyes and drained past
her temples to become lost in her brown hair upon
the pillow. The room was silence. She could hear
the air move past her head. It seemed to be falling
over her.

In the eye of the light she
saw herself lying slightly chilled in Jeff's arms,
naked, staring into his face with its features
shadowed and indistinguishable above her. Against
this image she tried to order her thoughts, to calm
herself, and to make some sense out of the steamy
vapor filling her head.

There was a time before
this time, after they had met, when to be with Jeff
had been to be separated with herself and him in a
world unknown to those they knew, to parents
trying and friends undefined in their relationships.
Before meeting in the summer past, a year away,
troubled with the ills of growing up, the afflictions
of self-awareness, in the same room crying and
earlier at the dinner table; parents then had been
no help. There had been no solace in
acquaintances. Young beauty, fifteen years old,
long brown hair and deep eyes, tight shape and
cute face, solving nothing, answering nothing, but
made the watery depressions at times seem normal,
as if, in being, a balance, a tepid bath, something
humanizing and addicting. There had been no aid
found in her bright wit or in the philosophies of
Dad and older brother Otis. Points had been
arrived at where thinking stopped. Something had
been comprehended but not understood,
something that would, that had, ripped insides and
stomach apart, a searing pain.

The attempted insights,
efforts to include Jeff in some conclusion, all had
drowned in a lack of knowing, inadequate
perceptions. He had had no place in them. Why try
to place him where he did not belong, to shroud
the two of them in questions and fears, a blanket
of impotence? Other people were so many theatres
of encounter, movies from which to walk away
through doors swinging into light and day of
together with Jeff. Loneliness, at first defined by
hours away from him, had lost all form and
meaning. Jeff was always behind and within
everything. Always and never- all of her time being
existed only as he was, and he and she were
constantly, even during the days between their
coming together.

Now lying in bed,
conception of self past and future was but the
present moment. Crying hard and trying
desperately to stop, she rolled onto her stomach
and pushed the pillow into her face. Her insides
crumbled. There would be no end to it until she
exhausted herself and fell asleep.

Still the blurred image of
Jeffs .face staring down into her nakedness would
not leave her even in the darkness of her pillow.
She was shame.

In one long sob
separating from the girl in Jeff's arms, without
having to think or remember, she knew the two of
them to be coming together, the boy holding the
naked, shivering girl in his arms.
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The beach at Leyland, so
far from Taylor, but rides had still beeneasy. The
summer hot and distant from friends, watching
them in their games, playing with little boys of the;
town and towns about. Long before they all had
given up on them- their childish ganes and petting
fun. They would be strong and alone. Whole.
Traveling in the west, Otis was still away, but with
Ma and Dad, the parks, Tetons ranging into
Yellowstone, with bears and glimpses of boys in
the campsites at night. To return and find Kathy so
swamped by the summer's tide, its ebb and flow,
covering them all, only Jeff, bright sixteen, long
blond hair dripping to his shoulders, his eyes
bright, the sun bright sparkling into the water,
Jeffs legs so strong standing there, all he girls
staring at him, and he had ignored them all. He had
had his own summer, working, saving, coming and
going when he pleased. Earlier with Kathy and
Judy hanging back, trying in those slow four weeks
with watching television, listening to records,
sometimes a movie. To stay apart. Independent. So
proud. Alone. Different. The luck of a ride home
with him. The phone call. The dance. He had come
in and touched her before his presence could be
felt, and talking they had said all that they wanted.
Nothing, nothing at all. He shouted to leave and
without waiting for an answer had grabbed and
pulled and they left the heavy dance into the cool
shadowed night. That night, the most romantic
thing that had ever happened, falling in love.

Stephie's stomach found
another shallow well deep within her and quickly
drained it, pumping the hot water to her eyes, and
forcing tears into the soft darkness of her pillow.
But her stomach kept on pumping even after there
was nothing left, thumping with a dull ache that
echoed in her head. She rolled onto her back. The
light caught her eyes and burned. Flying about her
head, thoughts collided against each other and
painfully aginst the sides of her brain, until all she
knew was the pain, and then hatred, and then
nothing. And then she decided that she had had
enough.

She got out of bed and
groped her way across the room without pausing to
try to gain some sense of balance, but rather
pushing herself along over the floor and out into
the hallway. She stopped moving in front of the
mirror in the bathroom and caught her image for
an instant- brown snarled hair, long crumpled,
red-blotched face, pulled puffed eyes, sick dying
looking. She turned on the faucet. The ,water
crashed into the sink basin. Pulling the mirror
towards her, her image slid away, and she grasped a
bottle from the cabinet now opened in front of
her. The pain in her head and the ache in her
stomach began to organize themselves into a low
rhythm.Then they broke again. Stephie read the
label on the bottle but did not understand it. She
swallowed the bottle's twelve pills, blindly shoving
them into her mouth two and three at a time, and
then, with water cupped in her hands from the
stream falling from the faucet, pushing them down
her throat in long pressured gulps.

The bottle emptied, the
cabinet closed, and the water turned off
simultaneously. Stephie in a moment stood mind
blanked and stomach shocked staring into the
mirror, her eyes glazed and unseeing. Turning off
the bathroom light, suddenly realizing herself to
be drowning in exhaustion, she found her way
back to her bedroom. She pushed down the
switch next to her door and undressed in the
light from the hallway. Closing the door behind
her, she made her way in the darkness to her
bed.

chest, mind starting to clear, trying with a final

determined, almost cold, attitude to discover if
with Jeff it was love. Only love could justify what
they- had become to each other. What was it? Love,
and yet it hurt so much, hurt with him all the time
now, every time with him, almost every time, all
the time, thinking of him, it hurt. But it must be

love. What else but love? If it was, there was no
want for it anymore, whatever need or loneliness.
Only an ending. To be done.

The pain in her head was
fuller now. It pressed everywhere against the sides
of her brain. In the center of her skull was heavy
moist sand. The pill taste that lingered in her
mouth began dropping seeds of nausea into her
stomach. Stephie rolled onto her back and then
onto her side again. She was hot. Still, she held her
blankets to her and grabbed air into her mouth in
gulps.

The first night together,
knowing, being ...too full for any one time or state.
But it had been good, knowing what was
happiness. At first only one night a weekend's
week, catching the dance bus to Taylor. Meet and
walk and do things. Nothing things. Just sit and
talk and kiss and be together. Calls during the
week. In the beginning there had been nights
without Jeff spent with friends. But friends had
become empty. Not really anything had been done
with them in a long time. Not even shopping. Jeff
had become so much. Jeff  What was there in
going out with Jeff? Where was the point? And
what was Jeff...?

Good. He would never do
anything to hurt. She would do anything for him.

Her parents liked him.
Putting up with them on the evenings when he
would come and they would stay home, watching
television, Jeff getting into long nonsense
discussions with her father,- finally the parents
would go to bed and feigning interest in talking for
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)0d. morrow

Short time that was not even time at all, but only
31°°1c, he would catch her mouth in his and lie
ilick on the length of the couch, her head down on

eyes closed, and staying there until almost
asleep but never quite, just breathing barely,

s'Irt, steady, and everything would be stillness. Jeff
11.1d said that heaven was gazing through half shut
el:es into her stranded hair and a halo of light
b''Yond.

Believing in him and he
irher they had hid nothing, for the two were love

ether, and he had said that she should tell him,
nirn know, not be afraid.

Except that fear was
11(Iw• Not fear of what was about to happen, but of
flat had already happened. Something had been
1°st... or found and it hurt and would hurt more.
141 fear, only love,lovethat would not hurt that did
11'4 hurt. If there was no love then there would be
ll'Ithing and then it would not matter.

And so much had been
11,idclen• All the pain and hurt, fear he would not be
er and then fear because of being afraid and not

IllIcierstanding, only thinking of Jeff and what
giuld he think of her, think of her now. Time
t,cgether had never really been for confessions, and
ti ere was no other time.

Stephie tried to roll over.
Viith the first twist of her body she thought that
sl'e Was going to vomit. She lay very still and
sUrted to cry. She desperately did not want to be
* all over her bed sheets and blue-rugged floor.
Stle looked wide-eyed into the darkness.

Jeff had become too
iir Portant. After school occasionally still seeing
trends had become almost never, but mostly home
a" sew - and help with dinner and attempt
scl°01work, spending time waiting for Jeff to call
O r Waiting to call him, and in between, stolen time
We he had driven to Taylor after school, his
ITTher's car becoming theirs, an hour's vehicle of

Jeff in mid-week.
Winter and spring, almost

every Friday and Saturday night, at her home,
Saturdays coming to Taylor on the dance bus, on
Fridays begging older friends for rides or

hitch-hiking, hitching both nights when the dances
stopped, sometimes his mother driving him saying
she liked her, Jeff saying so. Dad talks to him and
likes him. -Ma likes him, sometimes in winter
driving him home after coming in from an evening
out and finding him to be still there, tired,
crumple-clothed at one in the morning, in darkness
ridins next to him before her presence, holding
hands, feeling a secret sanction, feeling it was right
and good.

Other times there had
been no ride. Parents back at midnight said hello
and then had gone to bed leaving them alone in the
living room; it had been theirs. They trusted him
completely and it was right they should trust him
completely, Jeff, good, kind, always right... ethical,
above all, good. He had never forced. No more
than kissing before Jeff never forcing, kissing
maybe a few, how many, who, no difference- never
any need to do more. Before. With Jeff, kissing had
been a long time. When his hands had fallen on her
breasts there was no thought to stop him; instead
an arching of the back and wanting and making it
easier and the hand beneath the sweaters, between
buttons, had become natural and comfortable and
wearing the bra that was barely there, coming off
so easily.

And that had been a long
time too. Nothing had been really wrong with any
of it. It had made sense, doing, knowing what to
do, to think. Friends, some, had been letting their
boy friends do everything. With Judy there wasno
longer talk, but even Judy, Judy had slept with
even more than one. If you loved it was right. But
there was no going back and it would be over.
Forever. To keep on like before. With his hands at
first there had been nothing wrong. Because Jeff
was right and good and to do anything for Jeff,
anything with Jeff was right. Only he was too good
and he would do anything for love and would wait
and it would hurt. He would not force her, and
lying there it had been forever without moving,
lost.

Ever since the summer,
since he had gotten his night license, the two of
them with the big Buick all their own, driving
alone, around, anywhere, only stopping at the end,
it had been different. The Buick had demanded
being more, doing more. Jeff never forced. Only it
had begun to hurt so much and so often all the
time. Not even driving around, going to their place,
his hands had been gentle everywhere and then
naked in his arms what must he have thought.
Cold, wanting to shake, so naked and still doing
nothing, saying nothing, had not even touched him
but just held on to him. And crying quietly. He
had waited for tearing to stop, for wanting
movement, a touch, for what, lying there with
arms clung around his neck and not moving, not
knowing, only being afraid, unable to think, head
pressed into his chest, he had not Moved but only
waited. Naked not knowing what to do had done
nothing. Nothing. It had been forever.

Finally dressed, driving,
stopped for ice-cream, and then driving and driving
being held by him driving, being told of love, so
many words strung one after the other, one upon
another, held by him driving and it had been
forever still. A kiss in the car, their mouths moving,
his hands everywhere and it had hurt and breaking
away, insisting on going to the door alone. It had
been forever and would be with time forever and
love.

It came. Stephie
coughed and felt the acid rise in her throat.
There were no tears in her eyes. Rather there was
only a fear of a mess over everything. She sat
slowly up, bringing her feet down to the floor.
She tried to stand, but felt faint, and sat back on
her bed holding her braeth. Then she lay down
and it came up. It was in her hair and on her
sheets and on everything. After it stopped, she
rolled over to the far side of her bed and pressed
her face against the wall. In the darkness, ache

—and emptiness. She began calling out.

—Steve Asin

0 0 0

To My Grandfather

Black and red raced to eat the Jew
but you outran them.
Another change of history tingled in your nose
so you left your family
for the loneliness of life.
America held mystery, greater than death
but with a million cynics,
you came to the U.S.

Like winter, the black and red waves did come
to take your memories
and the letters you sent back
evaporated.
You were now
an American.

With hands huddling your wealth
you filled the land
looking for choice.
Pittsburgh set a wager,
Bet on the salami and coffee
or life will lean over a machine.
You won the restaurant and
time became your own again.
Finally, Grandpa, you could close your eyes.

Time was new to you and
it bounced in your walk.
It gave you tears and four children,
death and grandchildren.
All throbbed deep inside
with this new ticking of time.

But like old storytellers,
clocks grow slow and heavy
from telling time.
You sat in your chair and rocked.
.you rocked and sat, retired.
You sat and rocked and your puffed joints
listened to other men swing bats and run.
At synagogue, you rocked and prayed,
prayed and rocked
to the sifting of the rabbi's magnetic hands.

Here I saw you.
You had run and won
but I saw you sitting,
waiting,
until death came like a season.

Hal Grinberg
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Close As The Mantis

Close as a mantis is to the sun, arms,
Waving a hex sign, probe the heat with thoughts
Which would bring gold in to him, living
That close am I to.a world I can feel
Only vaguely, hugely luminous?
I need but turn my head to face

The fires of God as he strides across the face
Of waters. All-powerful, yet arms
I'd not have to fend it off, but perceive, luminous
A crack the bony door has, and my thoughts
Fly there, wishing to enter and feel
The warm threshold of transmuted living.
I recall tokens of this world. Living
In the city, we talked a lake, each face
Shone at the muted mercury feel
Of granite under many feet of water, arms
Straining to plunge, bodies to sink down, thoughts
Altered forever, skin dripping water, luminous

In the regard of a pale moon which rose luminous
On the stirring surface that was living
To our embryonic eyes. We talked that lake, thoughts
Were desire to be born again there, face
It once more, hold again life in arms
Like silent lovers believing the touch is all, feel!

At times now still, the glistening honeyed feel
Of such a world, an otherwhere...luminous
In dream, the mantis weaving his arms,
Brings the sun to him, triumphs, living
In those loving blasts, his body and face
Consumed, tempered to new and wondrous thoughts.

And I wonder how long my thoughts
Are to be comforted with so slim sight and feel
Of that holy place, some day I may enter, face
A sensual sky, royal valley , luminous;
Long beyond our lowly knowledge. Living
An experience beyond all realms, within the grasp of arms.

So are my thoughts. I see a water glass, luminous
In the soft electric lamp, feel the magics of living
Things, the face of those presences, the grace of arms.

Michael Prenger

found: fragments

found: ribs, fingers, teeth, and bones
rattling loose, strewn across my days.
some are heirlooms
others are my own.
all are pieces of me that do not feel at home.

barbara street

Flying To California

The knack
of flying to Los Angeles
and back
as a paying passenger
is no cinch

It has to be developed
like that Trio
from Cosi fan tutte
and done over and over and
over again in the brain before
the last risk of letting its
divine voices sing

And fly it on a Saturday
not on a Bloody Sunday

Fly it while the Ghosts you love
are still there under a hover of
Angels

Elliott Coleman

Cancelling California

Flight 61 will leave
without this passenger
who will pass instead
through some other medium
than air somewhere
and who is much relieved
but grieves
that it couldn't be taken
Flight 61
for moral reasons
quite ironic
for he has really crashed
already
he scans the sky
and waits

Elliott Coleman

American Ego

Looking for dog love
Whining her whimpering me
Shoving raised pleading eyes into laps
Cold wet nose onto arms
An empty dead end echo

f, Echoing "me"

sb. smith

Mneme

where now in what domain shall we
find seeds hardy to our wish
to nourish out of season for what
shall we settle

a flower of sanctity
a black pigeon walking on the skylight

let me go to my enemies in clear water

the shark will not disguise his need

and blood traces the wave
in the lowest depths who will settle
the disputants with a wave of hand
with a smile of knowledge or grace
with threats of stasis with oil
on the water to rainbow messages
at the sun

rise up as comrades of grasses
leap through the mountains
where a mis-step to salvation leads
headlong--freeflight--into discipline
into the culture of valleys
where children laugh at their fingers
given limits to their fears

we absorb as penance in morning
edges of the pattern of tire day

Stephen Wiest

Sonnet

Snow cannot fall, cannot fall, is spoken
Down according to law, is spoken down
White as the law, as manna is white. The sound
of its quiet covenant (unbroken)
Ladens the murmering earless open
Limbs, open evergreen Sinai limbs or brown
Open Sinai fingers, laden with mounds
Of manna—each man's omer no token,
But sustenance.

Then the light of the sun
Allows each burdened limb in turn to free
Itself and its burdens—without warning
But planned, portions of snow drop pure to stone,
Turn to water (as at Horeb) to be
Gargled by sewers on Sunday morning.

(Cf. Exodus 16-17)
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Centennial

The Commander
Wilson's Raiders hit
The cannonball factory at Elyton.
Left crumbled moss-cushioned memories,
Sequestered playground for Southern boy.
Sucking on roots of sassafras,
I'Ve grappled through the mass of ferns
Searching for the walls;
They disappeared often.
Ancient sandstone runes,
Relics and bits of bone .
Left by some fraternity a year or so before.
Caught crayfish in Tricklebrook
Like Confederate generals
at the turquoise mines; we traded slag.
Resuming the battle on Saturdays,
We played our parts well, but
They reenacted that raid more subtly than we
When Wilson rode, Billy Yank at his back ----

And it was March.
Surrounded once more, a century later,

Lawn sprinklers close in,
Replace moss with aluminum siding.

Walls scream silent surrender

John Owen

They Are Playing The Blues And The Devil Looks In

They're sitting on the bed

playing the blues.

Outside it's raining and the grays

swim at the window.

They're playing bottleneck

with sawed-off sections of a bicycle handlebar

and the sound is a strange collusion

like the mating of two old gramophones.

On the table an aqua carton of milk

is warming to room temperature

and around it are stacks of sour-looking dishes

and a bag of pipe tobacco.

An overhead bulb sprays its light

like sheets of salt.

A mouth harp shines on the chair

and one of them sings.

His voice sits on the middle of the song

like the white line on a highway

but the edges wither off

the concrete grades into sand.

His little son sits on the floor

playing with a can, sticking his socked feet into it

and then beating in time on the closed end.

He has a penis like an acorn.

The playing is very tinny
and one stops to light a cigarette

but the other continues to play

like a man tramping down a smoky corridor

until he has arrived at a room

where he will sleep once but never again.

His little son is now standing up

crudely jumping to the rythm rhythm with his body.
There is only the insistence of the beat

which seems like it wo will never end

like the pounding of a tiny ocean

against a long pier in the dark.
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To Ernesto "Che" Guevara

So they shot up my left, how I walked
with this left leg through the world! Not even a tree
to say nothing to, and snakes, and snakes,
snakes like bullets, and grab it and burst it,
and asthma, and something else,
and asthma, and it's three o'clock. And asthma, asthma, asthma.

So it's three o'clock, or it isn't-three o'clock anymore,
nor is it the eighth, nor October. So it ends here
the ravine at Yuro, so the Ravine
of the World, and it's going to crack. So the big one
is going to crack, and they shot me lip in October.

So they were giving five thousand dollars for this, or was it fifty thousand,
my blood, for this that we were and that we are,
(Ind everything that we were and are! Five thousand
for my eyes, my bands, fifty thousand for everything,
even with my asthma. Even though, hoarse lungs of mine,
we were going to reach forty singing.

Singing the fatidical mosquitos of death:
up, up, up the poor, the conduct
of the line of fire, welcome are the gusts of wind
if others come after. Let's go, now,
let's go avenge the dead man.

Mine—what's mine?—: this rose, this America
with its old thorns. All during the early morning
they judge me in english. What is mine and mine
but yours, brother? The thing was suddenly
and to the heart. Here
the origin will begin, and eat your fear.

So they butchered me and then tied me.
To Vallegrande—to what— and in a helicopter!
It's good to water the oxygen with reddish blood
even if later they burn me and cut off my hands,
both hands.

—Shoot without stopping
meanwhile I go with Bolivar, but I'll return.

By Gonzalo Rojas (Chilean born in 1917)
Translated by Douglas Hazzard

—David Rigsbee
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To T. Taylor Who Threatened To Stop Dying

The walks are crowded here: enemies,
crazy-eyed bartenders waiting for the night,
nymphets with short skirts and rubber doll dispositions,
couples with honeymoon names under imaginary willows,
green police chasing stray dogs,
and melancholy teachers eyeing young boys.
I've stared and I've pondered,
and I suppose they're authentic.
So we're not alone.

I received your words today.
My apartment has three beds,
so I'm always running from the morning sun
and loving gathers new and profound dimensions.
You sat in my own modern chair today,
and 1 read your letter.

You had just returned from the South Pacific
(you were new there, and the trees
were they new? you were new there
and my friend you must remember why);
I once gathered shells
from a historical beach in New Zealand.

The Cordillera de Los Andes
shadows my fantastical lawn.
These mountains are wild and they're hungry.
Our Adirondacks are engraved
on the wall in my closet:
one or two streams,
and a lean-to for old poetry.

I received your words today.
You want handsome puberty;
you say you're a desperate midget
with a silk cock.
And you're not even asthmatic!
I'm holy too;
I've made my name oiling asses at a modest price.
When they're too many families
visiting my town,
I'll go to another.

Drink a glass of solid beer
for the girl you knew in Wisconsin!
Once we entered a city
and knew that there it should end.
Once we climbed onto a rooftop
and howled at Canada to let us be naked.
Once we laughed at virgins
in a quest for young justice,
and when we ran home to bed,
we were princes
who thought we'd inherit nothing.
Once we were warm but loved the cold!

I received your words today,
and you threatened to stop dying.
I've lasted
five bottles of barroom drinking;
it's bedtime and I'm going home.

Douglas Hazzard

-
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The streets of the city unfold before me
like a coarse flower

A hand is moving through a chain link fence.
A rat disappears beneath the sidewalk.
The fourth avenue el rises on stilts and dives into the ground.
The implicated: Names scratched on the subway in magic marker.
Soda TuroklEauador

A girl juggles tomatoes in front of a grocery store.
Three guys with twisted faces argue around a large barrel.
Smoke rises out of a hole in the street.
The implicated: Streets running out from my mind like tangled wires.
Soda TuroklEquador IIIIPipilo

A head rises out of a hole in the street.
A hand is moving through a chain link fence.
New York enters my mind like a siren, a headache,
a tuba coming from a basement window, some drunk
trying to wash our windshield, peering through the windows
with a large face, singing in Italian, dancing.

Soda TuroklEquador IIIIPipilo

SWAN

The night came down black like a swan
like honey on the lake it
absorbed the moon and made the waters glow

Three weeks this happened
every night it happened
just the same

the night
always black like a swan
its languid cry would pierce me to the bone

—B. Cohen

From the Swedish of Par Lagerkvist
Richard Macksey

Let my shadow melt into thine;
Let me lose myself
Under the towering pine.
Trees whose crowns are lost from darkling sight
Surrender themselves utterly to the heavens and night.
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chris mason

Girl In The Auditorium

She is slouched on the last row
her legs dangled over the seat in front.
Her boots bob up and down
like the gentle heads of green snakes.

A play is being rehearsed on stage.
She is the audience.

Their voices are like
shovels of water
spilling over the frail labyrinth
of plot and phrase.

But they have not lowered the weight
into their voices.
The strain that lives between them
has not been shaken awake.

With her hands clasped together
and her feet dropped in the chair
there are no extremeties
to pull her out of the present.

I want to ask her
what particular words
knock on her ears
and what nostalgias wait
to put her to bed.

David Rigs bee
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Director, Student Health Service

To the Editors:
My article in the Opinion Column of

March 17th's News-Letter contained a
serious printer's error. The abused
sentence should have read "...because we
are alive and mortal in precisely the same
human condition (...), their experience is
of value to us" (emphasis added).
My intention was for the argument to

climax in that sentence; what the
News-Letter printed, however, could be
described as coitus interruptus.

Rene J. Muller

To the Editors:
I have just read the News-Letter article

by Robert Ruby and I want to express
appreciation for the fact that the
interview as printed in the News-Letter
not only accurately reported my
statements, but very nicely caught the
spirit of what I was trying to say.

Aihud Pevsner
Chairman, Department of Physics

students and their families, home
hospitality services throughout the year,
an information brochure sent to club
members each month which contains
information on interesting art, theatrical
and social events in the Baltimore City
area, and the presentation of various
"Nationality Evenings".

In 1970 the club membership was
expanded to cover all the Institutes of
the Johns Hopkins University. The
current membership is 500. A club office
is located at the Johns Hopkins Hospital,
and a full-time executive secretary is
available in the latter office (telephone
number 955-3370). Since it is apparent
that the establishment of an International
Club and an office facility would fulfill
an obvious need at the Homewood
Campus, we are most pleased to know
that the Foreign Students Association are
undertaking such a task. We wish them all
the success and will be pleased to assist in
any possible way.

Andrew Whelton, M.D.
Johns Hopkins International Club

dancing and stylized situations. They're
seldom about anything much. "My Fair
Lady," one of the best movie musicals of
the Sixties, was not a version of Shaw's
Pygmalion," but an enjoyable and
well-made story about a man and a
woman who hate each other on sight and
rant at each other a lot and decide,
finally, that they love each other after all.

"Fiddler on the Roof" cannot be
dismissed so lightly. When a director
takes a huge cast to Yugoslavia and

7r ran- ru CI 1171.7 zy

"Fiddler on the Roof" is a musical, and scenes for such a long movie), they never

musicals are know for their singing and seem to drag. Jewison doesn't arrange
cloyingly sweet vignettes and he doesn't
descend to bathos, either. The stylization
is there, all right, but it's fairly
unobtrusive and seldom aggressive.
Many scenes are built around the more

emotional songs, which are excellent.
These songs are not frills or exercises in
rhyming gymnastics; rather, they seem
exactly to define the emotions of the
singers. They are the logical climaxes of
the scenes.

Perhaps the most beautiful sequences

• 0-1,11.11C,,, -dairy—it re man io s:rio14, Z1 ()IS z ler

slamming down his meat cleaver and a

housewife kneading dough, both in time
to the music.

Worse still, in their small moments, the
characters lose all of their conviction.
They become cute in forced, insulting
ways. The humorous sequences are
handled with uniform ineptitude. The
village "types" make rotten jokes and
then look around expectantly, waiting
for laughs.
And for a movie that is trying to show

a poor, rural town from every angle,

Keeps anguished l ()LI( MSI Si. - •

in emotional restraint in balance. 11 he

were not so effective in these scenes, he
wouldn't appear so inadequate when
called upon to do light comedy. It would
take an actor of great charm to carry of
Tevye's chit-chats with the Deity, and
Topol's ponderously slow speech is all
wrong.

Topol's Tevye is a character one grows
to respect greatly, but to like not at all.
It's hard to believe that Tevye, like his
fellow townspeople, could both suffer
and celebrate so nobly, but couldn't tell a
half-decent joke.

Commander Cody finds lost planet airmen
By FOCAL

It was last December when I first got
the word. A small enclave of my
associates excitedly asked me if I had
ever heard Commander Cody and his
lipst Planet Airman. I allowed as how I
hadn't, but, judging from their
enthusiasm, I sure would like to. As that

point, I really didn't know what to
expect. This particular group of friends
was very into mescaline and avant-gard
jazz, and with a name like Commander
Cody and his Lost Planet Airman and an
album title like Ozone, I anticipated the
wierdest. They didn't let me hear it that
night, they waited until the next, after

we'd all knocked off a couple of Pabst
Tall-Boys, and then they took out the
strange looking cover and said "Now,
listen to this." Soon to emerge from the
speakers was side 2, cut 1, "Lost in the
Ozone," surely one of scveetest,
smoothest country-rock songs ever
recorded. One glass of wine/Two drinks

Marlon Brando's towering performance in The Godfather
By ART LEVINE

The Godfather is going to be the
biggest money-maker of all time, and it
deserves to be. The movie has great
power and style. It also has a series of
performances that makes most of the
"good" movies around look like re-runs
of Petticoat Junction.

Like the Corleone family it portrays,
the movie doesn't mess around. Variety
reported that the film made $7.5 million
in its first two weeks. Gone With the
Wind, for example, has grossed a mere
$73 million since its original release in
1939. A better idea of the moolah
involved may be gleaned from this figure:
Woodstock has made only $13.5 million
since its 1970 release. Within a few years,
industry sources predict, Paramount
Studios, which made The Godfather, will
be able to purchase the entire
membership of the Mafia, thus ending
organized crime in America.

In Baltimore, the film is playing most
conveniently at the Senator theatre,
where, as an indication of its eternal
engagement, the sidewalks surrounding
the ever-crowded movie palace are etched
with advertisements. The impact the film
has had is also revealed in the surly
manner of the ushers, who, in truth, have
taken to wearing white silk ties on black
shirts.
The film charts the power struggles of

a major New York Mafia family in the
late 1940's and early 1950's, along with

:4-

the changing fortunes of its leading
members. In addition, viewers are treated
to healthy samplings of the family's
subtle persuasion techniques. As Don
Corleone often says. "I will make him an
offer he can't refuse."

The towering performance, of course,

is Brando's. In his role as Don Corleone,

The Godfather, Brando plays a

65-year-old leader who gradually falls

from power. He is at once sensitive and

cruel, tough and considerate, and one
realizes, a dignified, tragic figure.

Brando's famed high quiet voice is now
deliberately shredded with age, but he
radiates a sense of command and
manliness, even as he is ravaged by a

near-fatal shooting, the death of a son
and the cruel process of aging. Brando
has always been hailed for his ability to
inhabit a character, but here the
transtormation is nothing short of
stunning. In fact, by this single role,
Brando single-handedly revises the
standards we will expect of those who
play hoodlums or the aged.
We have forgotten just how good he

can be. He had allowed his large talent to
be contained in worthless films over the
last 15 years, and for those born in the
1950's, his years of brilliance, Marlon
Brando was simply a washed-up figure
from the past. Now he is back, and we
can understand why he is considered one
of the greatest actors in film history. He
is, quite simply, a delight to watch, and
the other stars who have replaced him
have not even come close to matching his
extraordinary talent.

But Brando's performance is not caged
by shoddy supporting actors or poor
material. Don Corleone's sons and
adversaries are superbly cast, and director
Francis Ford Coppola has provided a
framework of tight editing, good pacing
and sharp dialogue to make this a totally
engrossing three-hour movie.

Especially outstanding is Al Pacino's
role as Michael Corleone, the Ivy League
war-hero son who attempts to preserve
the distance between himself and the
family business but ends up as his father's
successor. The shooting of Don Corleone

inexorably draws Michael into murder
and revenge, and Michael kills his soul in
the process. It is an incredible change
that comes over him, no less powerful
because of its gradual subtlety. The
innocent, soft eyes go hard, the boyish
ineptness shifts to a tough assurance, and.
Michael even picks up a few gestures
from his father. He learns in the end the
dark secrets of power, but at a price that
may have been too great.

The movie, as you may have read,
excellently adapts the 400-plus pages of
the novel, keeping in the essentials of the
plot and the characters. The movie isn't
really better than the book, but it is more

outstanding compared to other films than
the novel is compared to other literature.

Publicity Heist?
The impact of the movie is undeniable.

In New York City, for example, a movie
theatre showing the film was robbed of
$13,000 and the manager was shot in the
arm. Reports indicated that those in line
thought that the heist was an elaborate
publicity stunt, and applauded the two
escaping robbers. Personally, I found
myself slapping my girlfriend and
exhibiting a new toughness with
candy-store owners. The film, in any
case, is outstanding, and well worth the
two-week vigil on line.

of gin/And it's back to the ozone again.
We joined the Commander there that
night with some cheap wine and a few
more Tall-Boys which took us through
Hot Rod Lincoln, Twenty-Flight Rock,
Seeds and Stems (Again), Annie, Wine Do
Yer Stuff, Family Bible and other
favorites. We followed the Commander
up with some Chuck Berry and Jerry Lee
Lewis which shows you what sort of
quality you need in your record library if
you hope to stay in the same ball park as
the Airmen.

Worn Thin

The very next day I went out and
bought my own copy of Ozone and have
since worn it thin. So you can imagine
my excitement when I learned that the
Commander was coming to the Hop. And
though Armageddon did not take place
last Friday as I had expected, it was a
pretty good time. The Airmen took the
stage around 10 and didn't leave until
well after midnight. Towards the end it
sort of degenerated into old rock and
drunken hippies showing their free spirits
by dancing in the aisles and blocking the
view, but the first part of the show
featured the smooth yet raunchy country
that they do so well. The Commander
himself appeared quite drunk and seemed
to have difficulty locating the first few
notes of "Beat Me Daddy, Eight to the
Bar" (though Leo the grad student might
have worn out those particular high notes
while accompanying the pick-up band
that preceded the Airmen). The
Commander was also having trouble with
the microphone and a few other things,
like walking. But he still played a pretty
mean piano. The others in the group
seemed to have it a little more together.
The pedal steel guitar player looked like
he came straight from the Don Ho show,
while one of the guitarists said the old
rock songs "Take me back to my
glue-sniffing days in Alabama." It was a
good time, perhaps it could have been
better. But it was definitely a good time.
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IHORSE TRADERS
OF GAY STREET

We Buy Second Hand, Used,
Antiques, Odds -and Ends,
Attic and CelIr
Miscellaneous Items.

Please Call:

342-7300

GASSINGER'S
GAY at PATTERSON PARK

1766 N. Gay St.

Visit Our Antique and
Second Hand Display on the
2nd and 3rd Floors.

OPEN 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

HARLEY'S
• the place to go for midnight
snacks.

3111 St. Paul St.

r-
SPECIAL
NOTICE

Student
and

Faculty
Discounts

ON

Goodyear Tires
Gates Tires
Recapped Tires
Monarch Tires

auto repairs

Brakes
Alignment
Tune-Up
GM., & Oil 1:toniPe
Shock Absorbers
Mufflers
Anti-Freeze
Wheels

Serail Oa* Min Avelisbk

Paul
Schnitzer
Tire CO.
1027 - 39
Hilien St.
539 - 5390

MUST BRING
THIS AD
WITH YOU

LAST YEAR 2Z000 KIDS
WERE LOOKING FOR A BETTER PLACE

TO SLEEP IN EUROPE.

THIS YEAR TWA OFFERS STUTELPASS.
If you're planning to go to Europe this summer,

don't be surprised if you find yourself sleeping in
an uncomfortable place.
With more students than ever planning to take

advantage of low airfares, decent sleeping accom-
modations are going to be tough to get.
Not that back-packing it isn't fun. But after a

while the ground starts getting kind of hard.
You could play it safe and make reservations

long in advance. But that can take all the fun out
of traveling, since you may want to stay longer in
one place, less in another, or change your plans
altogether.

That's why TWA has come out with Stutelpass.*
For only $4.80 a day, you get a decent place to

sleep, continental breakfasts; tour discounts,
mail-drop services and more.

Stutelpass works like this.
When you purchase your TWA tickets, you can

also purchase the Stutelpass for 20, 40, or 60 days.
At only $4.80 a day.
The Stutelpass booklet contains 20 vouchers,

which can be used every day or every few days.
In any 50 cities serviced by Stutelpass. If you
don't use them all, just return them for a refund.

All you have to do in Europe is either phone or
visit any one of 12 Stutelpass offices before 3 PM.
Tell them where you want to go and they'll arrange
everything.
When you get to the guesthouse or student

hotel, just hand them the voucher.

There's nothing more to do.
No taxes to pay.
No service charges to pay.
No advance reservations to make.
And for every 20 vouchers you buy TWA throws

in 6 special vouchers. Which can be used for
tickets to a play in London, the use of a bicycle
in Amsterdam, tickets to a bullfight in Spain, a
three-course meal in Venice, tickets to the Olympia
Music Hall in Paris, a smorgasbord luncheon
in Copenhagen and more.

All this for $4.80 a day.
TWA's Stutelpass.
Now you don't have to worry about finding a

decent place to sleep.
•Stutelpass is a service mark owned exclusively by TWA.

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION
ON TINA'S STUTELPASS.

TWA, P.O. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Name  

Address  

City  

State   Zip 

Myrfravel Agent is 
  FF 51  

(TWA)
L

Martin Vogel,
TWA Campus Representative
889-5774.
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Abrams to oppose Long for Congress seat
By JOE CANTOR

Although most interest will be
focused on the Presidential
candidates in the May 16th
Democratic primary, at

potentially exciting battle is
shaping up for the Congressional
nomination in the Second
District. Incumbent Clarence
Long is faced with opposition
from State Senator Rosalie
Abrams, who seeks to make Long
the fourth local Congressman to
be retired in the last two years.
Before 1972, the Second

District had comprised most of
Baltimore and Harford Counties,
whose conservative residents had
given 52 percent of their votes to
Nixon in 1968 and had gone

heavily against former Senator
Joseph Tydings in 1970. Having
since been reapportioned by the
state legislature, the Second
District no longer includes
Harford County, but takes in the
Northwestern region of
Baltimore City, with its heavily
Jewish population.

This change in district lines
made it both possible and
plausible for Abrams, who is
Jewish, to attempt to challenge
the presumably popular
Congressman. Long, a former
Johns Hopkins professor of
economics from 1946-63, was
first elected to the House in 1962
and has rolled up increasing
majorities in recent elections

Wickwire courses set
WICKWIRE, from page 1

committee has also come under
criticism, with Brand and Hogan
recently replacing Dr. Vernon
Lidtke, History, and Dr. William
Oakland, Economics. Wickwire
questioned whether there had
been enough continuity in the
membership of the committee
for it to be fully informed.

Zdanis confirmed Wickwire's

Get Rip To

HARLEY SANDWICITES
Open Late

HARLEY'S 3111 St. l'aul

A PAULIST DOESN'T
WAIT TO BE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

If you think
that ordination
is something
like graduation
—and the time
in between is
similar to marking time—then
you couldn't be more mistaken.

The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man is
a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.
Each is an individual with his
own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.

For instance, during the no-
vitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, voca-
tional rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assist-
ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
student teachers and psychiatric
aides.

Paulist Seminarians create
recreational programs, direct
"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, ex-
periment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,
originate and edit the Paulist
Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.

When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a someday
thing. It's now. Today.

For more information about
the Paulists write to: Rev. Don-
ald C. Campbell, C.S.1'., Voca-
tion Director, Room 300.

statement that Rossi had not
been at any of the meetings
between the committee and
Wickwire this semester. "Rossi is
invited to come to every meeting,
and we would welcome his point
of view," said Zdanis. "It's his
decision whether or not to
come."

(59% in 1968 to 69% in 1970).
In Congress, Long has achieved

a reputation as an independent,
voting for the ABM, while against
the SST, supporting the Vietnam
War until the 1970 Cambodian
invasion, and maintaining a
generally liberal record on
domestic affairs.

Although Abrams differs from
Long on some specific issues (i.e.,
she favors revenue-sharing, while
he doesn't), she claims to be
running less against Long's views
and more against what she feels
has been his failure to be an
innovative and responsive
Contressman

The Abrams effort is largely
manned by students attracted to
the New Politics of Abrams and
the chance to defeat a more
establishment-type incumbent.
Various reform clubs have
endorsed her, as has COPE,
political arm of AFL-CIO, ,which
has backed Lon:, in the past.

Johns Hopkins University Office of Special ENents Presents

The New York Company Of

"THE PROPOSITION
AN IMPROVISATIONAL RI \ \\ I I 11 MUSI( Aliot I

CONTEMPORARY RITUALS, MODERN MANNI RS, SIX.

SPORTS AND POLITICS -CREATED SR )N IAN EOUSLY

FROM AUDIENCE SL)G(.1.S.1 )7.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12.8 P.M.
Shriver Hall Auditorium, Homewood Campus

FULL-TIME STUDE2NT ADMISSION s1.7:-) WITH
CURRENT S'I‘t_IDENT I.D. CARD

REGULAR ADMISSION -

INFORMATION AND ADVANCE TICKET SALES

366-33(10. EXT. 1372 704

SPECIAL EVENTS. SHRI VER

Why doesn't General Electric
talk about thermal pollution when they
talk about nuclear power plants?

-
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General Electric has been talking
nuclear power plants ever since we
pioneered them in the fifties. And we
think they can help solve America's
energy problems in the 70's and 80's.
Brit we're also aware that nuclear

power has problems of its own.
Problems worth talking

about. Like the
environment.
Actually, we felt

• one of the greatest
advantages of
nuclear power

  was environ-
mental.

U

I 

Unlike fossil-fueled power plants,
there is no smoke to pollute the air.

But like fossil-fueled plants, there
is warmed water released to sur-
rounding waterways.

Cooling it.
We recognize thermal pollution as a
serious problem. And GE and Amer-
ica's utilities are working on thermal
problems at nuclear sites , 
on a plant-by-plant basis.  

Many people don't
realize, for example, that
utilities are required by
federal law to design and
operate their plants with-
in temperature limits
prescribed by the states.

So utilities are spend-
ing millions of dollars on
dilution control systems,
cooling ponds and cooling
towers to comply.

But, in addition, util-
ities are sponsoring basic -7 
research on heat exchange and its ef-

GENERAL

fect on aquatic life. More than 97 util-
ities have been financially involved in
over 300 such studies.

Good effects?
It's been found, in some cases, adding
heat to water can actually be bene-
ficial. Warm irrigation water has ex-
tended growing seasons.
Warm water has
created new
wintering ponds
along water-
fowl migration
routes. Florida
is using it to grow shrimp and lobster.
In Texas, it's increasing the weight of
commercial catfish by as much as 5007.

Work to be done.
Listing these benefits is not to beg the
issue. Thermal effects remain a tough
problem to solve at many sites. Each
plant must be considered individu-
ally, in its own environment, and this
is being done.

General Electric, the utilities and
environmentalists will continue to
work hard. Because we think the ad-
vantages of nuclear power far out-
weigh the disadvantages.

Why are we running this ad?
It's one ad of a series on the problems
of man and his environment today.
And the ways technology is helping to
solve them.

The problems of our environment
(not just nuclear power problems)
concern us because they will affect the
future of this country .and this planet.
We have a stake in that future. As
businessmen. And, simply, as people.

If you are concerned too, we'd like
to hear from you. Write General Elec-
tric, Dept. 901-CN, 570 Lexington
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019 ELECTRIC
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Lacrosse team runs record to 5-0
By BILL SCHOEFFLER

Johns Hopkins survived a
strong Brown first quarter
Saturday afternoon and went on
to convincingly beat the Bears,
11-4. On sleet soaked Homewood
field the visitors led after the
opening period, 3-2.

Part of the reason for Brown's
early success was All-American
Bill Kavan's blanket coverage of
Jack Thomas, but four minutes
into the second period, the Blue
Jay prodigy found the answer
and procedded to burn Kavan
three times, single-handedly
accounting for all the goals of the
period, giving Hopkins a5-3
halftime advantage.

In the second half some
strategy changes and offensive
adjustments proved advantageous
and Hopkins dominated the rest
of the game. These modifications
and the continuing fine
performance from Blue Jay
defensem en produced a 6-1

sports
briefs

Booster Trip to Virginia
The Booster Club will give

away free tickets to the first 50
Hoppies to line up at the main
gate of Virginia's Scott Stadium.
Saturday at 1:30. Students
should line up under the sip
marked "Hopkins." Additional
information concerning rides
offered or driving instructions are
available at the Student Council
Office in the Basement of Shriver
or by calling 366-3300, ext. 580
in the afternoon. Maps giving
directions to Charlottesville are
also available in the SC office.,
Driving time is estimated at three
hours. Game time is 2:00 p.m.

scoring margin that demonstrated
the Hopkins command of the
half. Billy Nolan opened the
scoring two and a half minutes
into the game. After Brown tied
the score, Captain Gary
Handleman took a Thomas feed
and netted his first of two goals.
Before Brown took the lead, Jim
Ferguson stayed with a man who
had beaten him and averted an
open shot with a lunging stick
check.

In the third period, Eric
Bergofsky, who contributed a
goal and assist in the afteFnoon,
made a key defensive play when
he moved off his man to cover up
for Jim Head, after the West
Point transfer lost his footing in
the mud. In spite of this slip,

Head also played another solid
game for the Blue Jays, picking
up several defensive ground balls,
including an important one in
front of the crease while Les
Matthews was caught behind the
goal.

Rutgers, an undefeated team
after three outings, hosts the
Blue Jays today. While the
Scarlet Knights are not a
top-flight team, they have a hard
hitting, veteran squad that Coach
Scott describes as "quite a bit
like Brown but toughter
physically." Fearing that the
Blue Jays may take it easy in this
game while looking forward to
Saturday's match with top-rated
Virginia, Scott says a surprise
upset is not totally implausible.

Track team cops two upset wins
By GERRY GREENFIELD
The Johns Hopkins track team

opened its 1972 season with a
pair of upsets April 1 on
Homewood Field, beating
Franklin & Marshall and
Swarthmore, 73-66-44.
Freshman Lon Massaglia was one
of two double winners as he won
the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
Gerry Greenfield in the I 20 high
hurdles and 440 intermediate
hurdles, was the other.

In a show of versatility
Hopkins took 9 of I 7 first places

and followed with 5 second
places. The depth of the home
team was evident as Hopkins
runners finished first and second
in the high hurdles; 220 yard
dash, and the 440 yard dash. Tim
Garton and Boe Walker showed
their strength as they combined
for a first, three seconds, and a
third place. Garton placed second
in the triple jump and third in
the pole vault, lie also sealed the
win for Hopkins by placing
second in the high jump in the
cool of the afternoon. Boe
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MCAT
REVIEW COURSE, INC.

OFFERING EXTENSIVE, 24-HOUR REVIEW FOR

MAY 6 MCAT.

SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON MATH, CHEMISTRY,

PHYSICS AND BIOLOGY

PRACTICE EXAM - MATERIALS PROVIDED

ALL CLASSES TAUGHT AT THE

PARK SHERATON HOTEL

CONN. AVE & WOODLEY RD NW, WASH, D.C.

CLASSES BEGIN SATURDAY,APRIL 15, 9 AM-I PM

REGISTER NOW! - S85 TUITION

S 15 REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT FOR MATERIALS

MCAT. REVIEW COURSE, INC.,

1030 15TH ST. NW, SUITE 908

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

For further information, call 202/223-1835 or 223-1808

Baseball team drops
three tough games

By STEVE BROWN home crowd by hitting for the
Coming off the spring vacation cycle, scoring four runs, and

trip the Johns Hopkins driving in six. Consecutive singles
University baseball team next by Mike Abrams, Dave Cote, and
played Gettysburg, a non-league Jim Pitts produced the lone
opponent, Franklin and Marshall, Hopkins run.
and Moravian. In losing all three The Blue Jay nine then hosted
games, their record dropped to a F&M in the first league game of
dismal 1-6. the season. A 2-1 Jay lead
The optimistic squad went to dwindled away in the seventh as

Gettysburg but fell victim to a two unearned runs crossed the
20-1 thrashing. Fifteen hits and plate. An insurance run in the
ten errors led to the high run ninth iced a 4-2 victory for F&M.
output. Hal Keller thrilled his In their most recent game, the

Jays lost a 10-7 thriller in ten
innings to Moravian. The
Greyhounds had early leads of
1-0, 4-1, and 5-3 before the Blue
Jays battled back to tie the score

Walker won the discus and at 7-7 in the bottom of the ninth.
finished second in the high Moravian then bounced back
hurdles. with three tallies in the tenth.
On the track the afternoon Catcher Dave Travis was the

was off to a good start as the batting star of the game. He .vent
Hopkins 440 relay team of two for four with a sacrifice and
Massaglia, Mark Cummings, Bob knocked in three runs. Jim Pitts'
Garnet, and Gerry Greenfield ran one for three upped his
to an early first place. Hopkins' team-leading batting average to
later followed with a 1-2 finish in .300.
the high hurdles and a first in the Although Bill Evans started
100 yard dash. Cummings and the game, he did not figure in the
Garnet then returned to take the decision. He allowed only two
first two places in the 440 yard earned runs and presently sports
dash. an_earned_run averaae of 1.64. 

Hopkins students, new and old
eat at:

Pecora's
Restaurant

for the Finest Italian Food in town
3320 Greenmount Ave.ISPAGHETTI MEALS CARRY OUT SERVICE

PIZZA PIE A SPECIALTY CALL 889-3831

APRIL 16: "DRUGS, USE AND ABUSE--1972"

Gene Bass, Project Dawn
Eva Shinn Carlo, Project Dawn
Dr. Burt D.Lugoff, Southeast Baltimore

Drug Abuse Program
Dave Glover, X-cell House
Ken Grimm, The House Center
Gren Whitman, Man Alive

APRIL 23: "FUTURE OF SEX ROLES AND
AUTHORITY IN AMERICA.

Dr. Peter H. Rossi, Johns Hopkins P.
Dept. of Social Relations

APRIL 30: "BANGLADESH, PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE"

Dr. Is. Greenough and
Dr. Norbert Hirschhorn, The Johns Popkins

University School of Medicine,
The Ranoladesh Information Center

MAY 7: "THE CRISIS IN PRBA'N EDUCATION"

Mx. waiter Orlinsky, President, Baltimore

City Council

Dr. John Walton, President, Baltimore City

School Board

And Others

SPONISORE0 OW THE
CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE

368-3088

The Sunday Experience

levering hall
johns hopkins university
charles and 34th
WOO a.m. on sunday


